
Lesson 3: Small Group Bible Study

Purpose Statement:

To provide the Christian leader with guidelines for organizing an effective small group Bible 
study. 

Learning Objectives:

This lesson provides the Christian leader with the following:

1. An understanding of the benefits of a Small Group Bible Study 
2. An understanding on how to prepare for the Bible Study
3. A review on how to manage the group meeting
4. Some ideas on how to facilitate the Bible study meeting

Introduction:

Each meeting of the small group should include time for Bible study and discussion. We 
emphasize the importance of Bible study because the Bible is God’s holy Word and the 
primary tool He has given us in order to grow in our relationship with Him.

And how from infancy you have known the holy Scriptures, which are able to make you wise for salvation 
through faith in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting 
and training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 
Timothy 3:15-17).

I. Benefits of the Small Group Bible Study

A. Encourages the growth and maturity of believers

B. Helps individuals establish a regular pattern of Bible study

C. Provides a setting where group members can see the truth of Scripture and share how 
God is working in their lives

II. Preparing for the Bible Study

A. Determine the length of the Bible study

The study should last a minimum of six weeks and a maximum of 12 weeks.

B. Determine what the group will study



1. The study of a particular portion or book of the Bible. 

2. The study of a specific subject or person from the Bible (such as “God’s holiness” or 
the “life of David”).

3. The study of a Christian book.

Note: 

Make certain your key church leader or small groups coordinator approves of the book. 
Although it is appropriate to use a Christian book for the study, most of the time the 
group should use the Bible as the source of study. 

C. Decide on childcare

If any of the group’s members will be bringing young children to the Bible study, decide 
how to care for them. Some suggestions: 

1. Have parents who bring children take turns caring for the children.

2. Collect money from the parents who bring children and hire a baby-sitter for the 
meetings.

D. Set aside time to study the passage or topic to be covered during the group’s meeting in a 
quiet place. Use the principles of observation, application, and the God-centered reading 
of the Bible:

1. The principle of observation includes the following questions:

a. What subject or theme is the passage speaking of? Do other passages in the Bible 
make the same or similar statements?

b. Who was involved? What persons are mentioned?

c. When were these things  happening? What other events were taking place at the 
same time that affect the subject the writer is addressing?

d. Where did the events take place? Does the location of the events have importance 
for a correct understanding?

e. How did the events take place? 

f. Why was it necessary to write about this? What events took place that are recorded 
in this passage?



2. The principle of application includes the following questions:

a. Are there examples for me to follow?

b. Are there commands for me to obey?

c. Are there sins for me to confess?

d. Are there promises for me to claim?

e. Are there principles for me to live by?

Note: 

Just like with the observation principle, specific answers to every application question 
may not be obvious in every passage. Answer those that you are able to identify. 

3. The God-centered reading of the Bible is the approach to the reading of the Scripture, 
which is focused on God. A very important issue for the Bible study leader is to avoid 
a self-centered focus on reading the Bible, and to keep God-centered focus.

a. Self-centered focus

A self-centered focus is our natural way to read the Bible where our primary 
concern is what a passage means to us in our immediate circumstances. This 
popular – but misguided – method of reading Scripture can be illustrated in the 
following way: 

How do I apply this to my circumstances now?
↓

Self – What does this teach me about myself?
↓

God – What does this teach me about God and His Son, Jesus Christ?

b. God-centered focus

A God-centered focus is where our primary concern is what a passage teaches us 
about God and His character. Our priorities are suddenly reversed:

What does this teach me about God and His Son, Jesus Christ?
↓

Self – What does this teach me about myself?
↓

Circumstances – How do I apply this to my circumstances now?



There is a logic to this priority: 

The more I understand who God is, the more I will understand who I am, made in 
His image. And, the more I understand who I am, the better I will understand how 
to live the world (and circumstances) God has placed me in.

E. Develop group discussion questions

It is important for the Bible study leader to remember that his job is not to preach a 
sermon or to lecture; instead, he is to act as a guide, encouraging group members to learn 
through discussion. After following the steps for preparing the study listed above, the 
leader should create questions for the group Bible study discussion. 

Developing good questions is one of the leader's most difficult – and most important – 
tasks. Effective questions encourage people to think and to be involved, and they guide 
the group toward true understanding and application of biblical principles.

The Bible study leader needs to develop between two and six questions. More than six 
questions will not provide enough time for productive discussion and learning.

F. Provide each group member with a copy of the questions in advance

III. Managing the meeting 

Although we already discussed the guidelines for managing the group meeting in Lesson 1, 
it will be helpful to review them here: 

A. Start the meeting on time

B. Direct the activities of the meeting which should include: 

1. Fellowship;

2. Opening prayer; 

3. Share updates on personal spiritual growth with the emphasis on the “Seven Steps of 
Christian Living”;

4. Pray by name for the two individuals you are reaching for Christ;

5. Bible study and discussion;



6. Singing (optional).

C. Keep track of the time

1. Most of the time, the actual Bible study should take up about half of the meeting. It is 
important, however, to be sensitive to the leading of the Holy Spirit and remain 
flexible. On some occasions, depending on group members’ needs, it may be best to 
spend more time in fellowship, conversation or prayer.

2. End the meeting at the established time.

IV. Facilitating the Bible Study 

As we already stated, the leader is a guide, not a preacher or lecturer. After taking the time to 
study, it may be tempting for the leader to do most of the talking. But this is not helpful. The 
Bible study leader should seek to involve the other members in group discussion.

Some guidelines for effective facilitation:

A. Begin the Bible study by introducing the topic and providing background information

It is helpful for the Bible study leader to take a little time to give the group some basic 
information on the background to the subject.

B. Begin the discussion with non-threatening questions and gradually add the more difficult 
questions

C. Keep the discussion focused on the subject

D. Attempt to involve the entire group in the discussion

1. The first meeting is especially important because it will establish a pattern of 
involvement. Start with a simple sharing question – ask people to tell something about 
themselves.

2. Ask for volunteers. Do not insist that everyone actively participates.

3. Encourage people whether their answers are right or wrong. Make them feel 
comfortable, but do not allow wrong answers to go uncorrected.

4. Do not judge or criticize.

5. Always ask, “Does anyone have anything to add?”



6. Do not allow any one person to dominate.

7. Be sensitive to those who may be uncomfortable with participation and prefer to 
remain quiet.

8. Give the group enough time to answer the questions.

9. Do not answer your own questions. After everyone has spoken, feel free to contribute 
your own thoughts to the discussion.

E. Group issues

1. Review the Small Group Member Covenant, which outlines mutual expectations and 
responsibilities of the small group members.

2. Be aware of potential problems that may appear in the group study situations:

a. Tangents – discussing material on another subject. Guide the group back to the next 
question.

b. Wrong answers. If an answer is clearly wrong you might say:

1. “Perhaps I did not state the question clearly. What I meant was, (rephrase).”

2. “What do the rest of you think?”

c. Socializing – pursuing social rather than learning objectives. Allow time for 
fellowship before and after the study.

d. Confession – revealing inappropriate, sensitive life issues. Acknowledge the 
person’s comments, but suggest meeting with the person after the study to set up a 
time to discuss the issue.

e. Dominance – participants who control the conversation by talking too much.

1. When the talker pauses, say “I’d like to hear from someone who hasn't spoken 
yet.”

2. Call on specific people, especially those who are obviously willing to participate. 

f. Non-participants – people who do not participate in the discussion.



1. Encourage them to speak up, but do not force anyone to participate.

2. Maintain eye contact with quiet group members, and call on them when you see 
signs that they know an answer.

3. Resolve serious conflict. 

There may be a serious conflict between the group members from time to time. In such 
situations the “Steps for Conflict Management” will be helpful (see Appendix I at the 
end of this Lesson).

Review Questions:

1. List some of the benefits of small group study.

2. What are the steps to prepare for the Bible study?

3. What principles is it important to use while preparing for the Bible study?

4. What are the ways to involve the group in the discussion?

5. How to deal with the most common problems in the group study situation?

6. What are the steps for conflict resolution?



APPENDIX I

Steps for Conflict Management: Conflict with another member of the group

A. Step 1. Pray and Consider

When I have a matter of concern with another, I will first pray and carefully consider 
whether there is just cause to confront my  fellow believer with a particular “offense.” Has 
there truly been a fault? Have I truly been wronged? Or, has there simply been an action 
or decision that was legitimate in the circumstances, but with which I disagree? In any 
case, I will pray  about it  for a period of time and approach the issue with a humble, 
teachable spirit.

B. Step 2. Go Alone

I will go first to the individual alone and seek mutual understanding and resolution. I will 
not first  share the offense with others. I am committed to restoring the relationship, rather 
than exposing possible sin. I recognize most problems with people are personality 
clashes, and I will try to understand their actions based upon their perspective.

C. Step 3. Invite Another Mature Believer

If the conflict remains, I will ask another mature believer who is highly respected by both 
parties to provide mediating counsel. This person will hopefully be able to shed light on 
one or both of our blind spots or areas of needed growth in order to glorify God. I 
recognize that the “witness” may reveal or say things I will not like, but I will believe 
God is using him or her to resolve the conflict, rather than take sides. I will not seek to 
find others who have also been offended, nor share my concerns with potential 
“witnesses” prior to the meeting with my  “offending brother.” The purpose of having a 
“witness” is not to validate my hurt, but rather to open my heart and mind to the possible 
needs I may have regarding my relationship with others.

D. Step 4. Inform the Ministry Leader

If the conflict still cannot be rectified, I will inform the ministry head of that ministry  area 
who will decide the next course of action.  In all matters of conflict  in the church, I will 
strive to maintain unity in the body and healthy relationships.


